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1. Executive summary 
Yarra Ranges Council is the largest physical municipality in Greater Melbourne.  It 
is classed as a metropolitan council, however it has a population density of only 64 
persons per square kilometre compared with 453 persons per square kilometre for 
Greater Melbourne1. 

The area is renowned for its environment, produce, and viticulture both nationally and 
internationally.  The land is literally the bedrock for its residents, both short term and 
those who have cared for it over thousands of years.

This land and its people have weathered many natural disasters and will again in the 
future, coming back with more resilience.  The combination of the COVID-19 pandemic 
laid over with the catastrophic storms of June 2021, was a burden beyond compare 
and has bought the land and many of its people to breaking point.

4 Cover Photo credit: Amber Williams Photography
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The restrictions enacted to control the pandemic have had disastrous implications for this 
community.  Some of the most significant aspects being:

• Mental health and wellbeing for all generations has significantly degraded. This is 
demonstrated by support agencies reporting that rates of domestic violence have doubled 
since the pandemic began (having already been double the state average before the 
pandemic), and the number of active mental health patients increasing by 90%2. 

• The historic unreliability of telecommunications and power infrastructure has: 

- undermined the ability of businesses to operate or pivot

- significantly magnified the social isolation of communities that cannot link to any services, 
facilities or family within a 5km radius, and 

- created a generational impact on the education of our young people.

• Tourism, hospitality and creative industries have been brought to the brink of collapse;

Then, on the eve of the restrictions from Victoria’s fifth lockdown lifting, while businesses 
were restocking in the hope of drawing back some cashflow, the Yarra Ranges municipality 
experienced the epicenter of the most violent storm in Victoria’s history.  

This disastrous event resulted in:

• 71 properties destroyed

• more than 1,000 homes and business extensively impacted by storm debris 

• almost 5,000 properties impacted by flood 

• more than 3,000 homes without power and internet for more than month

• a conservative estimate of 25,000 fallen trees across the region

• 34 communities lost NBN/internet service and were unable to call 000 for assistance

• extensive damage to roads 

• 3,157 drainage/tree related requests for assistance from the community. 

The extensive recovery experience of Yarra Ranges Council and local governments across 
Victoria suggests that recovering from the combined events will take at least five years for 
some aspects.

Current estimates for the works to resurrect the public land and infrastructure, support 
rebuilding as well as support community and business resilience will cost $55 million 
dollars. This figure does not account for the significant clean-up effort required on private 
land.

The Yarra Ranges Council Municipal Recovery Plan outlines the preferred model for 
recovery for the region, however, Yarra Ranges Council cannot manage this burden without 
the support of the Victorian and Commonwealth Governments through the standard 
arrangements clearly articulated under Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements. 

The Recovery Action Plan that supports this document, identifies those activities that are 
currently funded through either Yarra Ranges Council or the Victorian Government, and 
those that are proposed but not yet funded.  Without clarity on the level of funding support 
available, the funding required activities are outside of the Yarra Ranges Council’s financial 
capacity without impacting standard service delivery for the municipality. 

The Municipal Recovery Plan will be reviewed quarterly.  This will ensure that the actions 
undertaken are continuing to address the impacted communities and lands greatest needs.

1ID demographic data using ABS population data in its calculations
2Source: Eastern Melbourne Primary Health Network 2020 Covid-19 Community Update
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2. Background  
Under Victorian emergency management arrangements councils are responsible for the coordination of 
recovery at the local level with the support of the State Government. As the level of government closest to 
community, council is well placed to connect and work with affected communities to rebuild resilience.

Yarra Ranges Council is the biggest physical municipality in Greater Melbourne.  The municipality is 
largely rural with some suburban areas and smaller townships. In terms of land use, parkland comprises 
63 percent, primary production accounts for 31 percent while residential land accounts for just 5 percent. 
Primary production encompasses agriculture, horticulture and viticulture with tourism being a crucially 
important industry to the area.

Illustrating the relative isolation of some parts of the community, the Yarra Ranges local government 
area has a population density of only 64 persons per square kilometre compared with 453 persons 
per square kilometre for Greater Melbourne3.  The map below further illustrates that the vast majority 
of the Yarra Ranges consists of unpopulated green wedges of land with a small number of townships 
dispersed across this vast area which includes Warburton, Yarra Junction, Healesville and Yarra Glen. 
There are also a number of urban areas located on the fringes of the Yarra Ranges local government 
area which includes the suburbs of Lilydale, Belgrave, Mount Evelyn, Mooroolbark and Kilsyth.

Land use in Yarra Ranges

5% Residential

1% Other

31% Primary production63% Parkland

3ID demographic data using ABS population data in its calculations
4ABS regional population growth (3218.0)
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The estimated resident population of the Yarra Ranges in 2020 is 159,9554.  Residents are spread 
across three broad regions consisting of the Urban area which has just over 81,000 residents (51% 
of the total population), the Valley which accounts for 42,000 residents (26% of total population) and 
the Hills area making up the remaining 37,000 residents (23% of the total population). 

Generally speaking, the housing stock across the Hills is old, septic reliant, and exists in an area 
where planning requirements have grown significantly since the 2009 fires. The area’s appealing 
environment and topography means that that there are greater risks from erosion and bushfire and 
so those residents considering rebuilding are faced with significant planning scheme considerations.  

Economically Yarra Ranges boasted $6.7 billion in Gross Regional Product, $3.4 billion in exports, 
over 40,000 jobs and 13,600 businesses of which 98 percent are small businesses5. 

The natural beauty of the Yarra Ranges is one of its defining aspects. Extensive trees and forest 
are what makes the area unique and attracts residents to the area and the tens of thousands of 
tourists that visit each year. Living within this environment has many benefits but also contains 
risk. The Dandenong Ranges is recognised as one of the most bushfire prone areas in the world 
which comes from a combination of a northerly aspect, steep slopes and gullies, being surrounded 
by forest, and residential areas along the ridge and throughout the region nestled into a forested 
environment. In addition, the Yarra Ranges has experienced a number of fatalities and near misses 
over the last few years from trees falling.  

The Dandenong Ranges are a significant environmental area for the people of Melbourne, offering 
unique access to a number of National Parks and State Forests. 

However this area was heavily deforested a century ago and many of the tall trees seen now 
are regrowth rather than old growth forest. This means some of this area doesn’t have the age 
diversity that underpins strong ecosystems. In addition, the area suffers from a growing number of 
pest plant and animal species, one of the most damaging is deer. Deer have been the target of a 
limited culling program for the last couple of years, noting the challenges presented by this area to 
provide an effective program with the terrain and number of closely located private residencies. The 
interspersing of residences throughout the Ranges also means the prevalence of a number of weed 
species that pose a threat, as with the deer control work specific programs have focused on tenure 
neutral approach in tackling sycamores, tradescantia and ivy.

Whilst there are many rural aspects to Yarra Ranges Council, it is classed as a metropolitan 
local government. This meant it was included in the ‘Ring of Steel’ during Melbourne’s COVID-19 
lockdowns.  For many residents there are no shops or services within 5kms of their home.

Much of the municipality has been used to managing life and business around the quirks of 
unreliable or highly varied quality in the telecommunications services and vulnerable power supplies.  
Approximately 25 percent of the network having unusable signals or no coverage and 45 percent 
of the available technologies are affected by smoke and other climatic conditions. For the most 
part these were extreme frustrations rather than impenetrable barriers to life, except when a natural 
disaster hit, and life literally depended on it.

It is not only power and telecommunications causing concern for residents and business. Utilities 
infrastructure, including gas and water is ageing and becoming less reliable. Many premises aren’t 
connected to mains sewerage and rely on septic tanks. All these dated services encounter issues - 
particularly during emergency events such as bushfire and severe storms. 

The general health and wellbeing of the Yarra Ranges community is also poor in comparison to 
many of the state averages.  The comparison is most stark when considering:

• family violence rates that are almost double the Victorian average
• food insecurity and drinking sugary drinks
• anxiety, depression and other mental health-related problems
• excess alcohol consumption
• diagnosis of multiple chronic diseases. 

5REMPLAN Economic Profile – Yarra Ranges LGA
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3. COVID-19 pandemic
The ongoing and blanket restrictions implemented to slow the spread of COVID-19, 
particularly in those local government areas that were classified as metropolitan shattered the 
local economy and the community on many levels.  

Yarra Ranges Council began gathering feedback from its community and businesses 
once the restrictions began to build.  This information demonstrated the added isolation to 
residents, teenagers and younger people were experiencing as movement was restricted and 
fed into the development of an early recovery framework developed in June 2020 to support 
council’s coordinated response.

When Victoria experienced a second wave of the pandemic, resulting in significant stage 3 
and stage 4 lockdowns, a second round of data was collected by council. 

The rural areas in the Yarra Ranges municipality have significant numbers of residents that 
do not have any food shops within 5km, many families are further than 5km apart and many 
children and teenagers do not have friends within 5km.

Map showing the geographical isolation of townships in the Yarra Ranges of a 5km radius

This information was brought together in the Yarra Ranges COVID-19 Detailed Report 
(November 2020) and subsequent Yarra Ranges COVID-19 Impact Report Executive 
Summary (November 2020). This provided council with an updated insight into broad and 
localised impacts of the pandemic.

Further refinement of the early pandemic framework and the high-level recovery outcomes 
within it was then undertaken and published in December 2020 under the title – COVID-19 
Pandemic Recovery Framework.  

The following demonstrates some of the most significant impacts the pandemic has had on 
the Yarra Ranges Community, and the recovery activities initiated to support them.

“The support services 
available  are non-existent 
within a 5km, or even 
reasonable distance, to 
Warburton and other 
outlying communities.”
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 3.1 People, culture and wellbeing
The first 15 months of the pandemic response wore through the resilience of the municipality 
which was then further exacerbated by the trauma of the June storm event.

• The number of active mental health patients in Yarra Ranges increased significantly in 2020 
from 5,000 to more than 9,5006. 
• There was a 30% increase in mental health video conference consultations and an 18% 
increase in mental health telephone consultations for the twelve months to June 20207. 
• Concerns around the mental health of young people has been reported by service providers 
throughout the Yarra Ranges over 2020/21.
• EDVOS (Eastern Domestic Violence Service) reported that the number of clients seeking 
support for family violence for the first time doubled during lockdown periods throughout 
2020.
• Council snapshot data collected in August 2020 identified youth homelessness as a 
prominent theme. The youth development team had received a high number of requests for 
homeless services for youth during 2020.
• Providers of homelessness services in the Yarra Ranges indicated that generally there was 
less required of them during the pandemic as many of the homeless are were being housed. 
The State Government provided funding to house around 2,000 homeless people across 
Melbourne during the pandemic. However, many of these people were forced back onto the 
streets when the program ended.

The number of family violence incidents in the Yarra Ranges pre-COVID-19 were already 
higher than the average for Victoria before 2020.

Many people seeking assistance for family violence during 
the COVID-19 pandemic were doing so for the first time 
and the majority of those seeking support were women. 

During Stage 3 and 4 restrictions in Melbourne, the level 
of first-time victims engaging with the Eastern Domestic 
Violence Service (EDVOS) doubled to 60 percent. Cases 
showed increased frequency and severity of ongoing 
violence, particularly physical and sexual abuse, and 

coercive control. 

During the pandemic there has been a significant rise in 
residents seeking mental health support in Yarra Ranges. 

Between 2019 and 2020, the number of active mental 
health patients in Yarra Ranges increased by 90 percent8 , 
to nearly 10,000 people.

Council’s surveying identified social isolation and mental 
health as the main impacts for residents of the pandemic 
and resultant lockdowns.

The key issues were: social isolation, personal mental 
health and that of their families and children. One quarter 
of respondents had contacted mental health services for 
assistance. 

6 & 7Statistics reported by Eastern Health for June 2020
8Source: Eastern Melbourne Primary Health Network 2020 Covid-19 Community Update
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About two thirds of parents and carers (64%) reported medium to high levels of concerns 
around social isolation, mental health of a child (63%), family member (60%), or self (53%)9. 

Similar concerns were reported for respondents aged 18-24 years around social isolation 
(66%) and mental health (69%)10.  During the COVID-19 pandemic, women experienced 
greater negative mental wellbeing impacts that men.

As a social worker I am very concerned about the ongoing community impacts I see in my work: 
homelessness, increased alcohol use, family violence, loss of established support networks and 
a major increase in mental health issues (particularly anxiety and depression). So many of my 
clients have been doing well for a long time but the social isolation combined with the removal of 
established coping mechanisms have set back some community member dramatically - it will take 
them years to recover.

The implications of the restrictions on the community’s life and livelihood put in sharp focus the 
dependency on viable telecommunications and power supplies to manage effectively through the 
pandemic.

3.1.1 Initial recovery activities

• Community Mental Health First Aid Training Program – Entails providing accredited Mental 
Health First Aid training programs to volunteers and staff at Neighborhood Houses and 
Emergency Relief Services.

• Assertive Outreach Project – To support and enhance existing outreach services to people 
experiencing homelessness and/or adversity in Yarra Ranges.

• Enhanced Community Partnership – Assist existing partners in responding to pandemic related 
community needs.

3.2 Business, tourism and the economy

The tourism reliant livelihood of many residents was removed for most of the previous 18 months, 
with business’s financial and personal resilience whittled down with each lockdown.

Prior to the pandemic, the Yarra Ranges unemployment rate of 3.5% was well below the 
Australian rate of 5.6%. In October 2020, 8.4% of the Yarra Ranges labour force were receiving 
JobSeeker or Youth allowance compared with the national rate of 6.9%11. 

In 2020, 43% of Yarra Ranges businesses were on JobKeeper support placing it within the top 
20% of local government areas receiving these payments12. 

Travel restrictions and lockdown measures are forecast to decrease the Yarra Ranges Gross 
Regional Product (GRP) by -11% in 2021 compared with a -8% contraction for Victoria.

Businesses across Victoria including those in the Yarra Ranges, are experiencing severe labour 
shortages due to a dramatic decrease in immigration and overseas students having returned 
home. This impacts most sectors, but particularly hospitality, retail, aged care and personal 
services.

Many older workers who have lost their jobs, do not have sufficient computer literacy skills 
putting them at greater risk of not finding work.

• Some Yarra Ranges businesses have reported telecommunication issues (slow data speeds 
and poor connectivity) as well as being unable to source supply chains that have been lost due to 
overseas suppliers being shut down.

9& 10 Yarra Ranges Council ‘Health & Wellbeing Survey 2021’
10 & 11REMPLAN Economic Statistics produced using data sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
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• Ongoing issues with labour shortages across a range of sectors, but particularly hospitality staff 
(chefs, kitchen hands, front of house staff, bar tenders) and labour shortages in retail staff. This is 
largely driven by overseas students having returned to their home country during the pandemic 
as well as the significant decline in immigration over the last 18 months which has greatly reduced 
the pool of labour.

• Townships with a high reliance on tourism and hospitality (e.g. Healesville, Warburton, Belgrave, 
Olinda) have reported a disproportionate decline in business as a result of the pandemic.

3.2.1 Current recovery activities

• Art Attack - Commissions artists and creative industries to deliver local participatory creative 
projects to renew Yarra Ranges’ public places.

• Yarra Ranges JobLink - This online employment portal is a free service, connecting 
jobseekers and employers in the Yarra Ranges.  It provides the community with a consolidated 
view of any job vacancies across the municipality whether posted directly on the site or through 
other sites such as Seek.

• Hospitality training - through a partnership model with educators, such as CIRE and the Box 
Hill Institute, a program of hospitality training has been made available with a primary focus on 
take up by youth and women.

• Telecommunications - Council advocates for improvements to the local telecommunications 
network across a range of forums including direct advocacy to state and commonwealth 
governments and to carriers. The final report on Council’s telecommunications study is being 
prepared, and meetings with the three mobile carriers are being sought to discuss the findings 
and explore solutions to improve reliability, resiliency and redundancy of the network.

• The Commonwealth Government has endorsed the installation of NBN Sky Muster satellite 
services at seven Council facilities to be used in the event of emergencies. NBN Co are preparing 
a rollout plan for these sites.

• Buy/Enjoy/Employ Local – a marketing campaign has been developed to encourage the 
community to support local business.

• Have a Yarra Ranges Christmas 2021 - ‘Have a Yarra Ranges Christmas’ marketing 
campaign is being planned to encourage the community to support local business at Christmas.

• Temporary Outdoor Dining – Businesses create appealing outdoor dining areas for their 
patrons, using the $5,000 State grant.

The compounding impacts of the pandemic has resulted in businesses and communities that 
are heavily fatigued, disrupted and have a reduced sense of safety in their home and community 
environments. 

9& 10 Yarra Ranges Council ‘Health & Wellbeing Survey 2021’
10 & 11REMPLAN Economic Statistics produced using data sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
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4. 9 June 2021 storm  
In the first week of June 2021, weather warnings had been indicating that a severe storm was 
expected.  They aren’t that rare for the Yarra Ranges region, and the predictions were that 
Gippsland would bear the brunt of the impacts.  The State Incident Control Centre (ICC) was 
set up in Dandenong and Yarra Ranges Council had a team on standby should a response 
be needed, or support required for other more drastically impacted Councils.

On Wednesday 9 June 2021, the second last night of Melbourne’s fourth lockdown and 
16 months into the Pandemic, the most violent storm on record for Victoria resulted in 
widespread and catastrophic damage to dwellings, trees and vegetation, along with 
significant cuts to power, telecommunications, water and gas supplies across the Yarra 
Ranges Municipality. 

Prior to storm Post storm

Photo credit: Amber Williams Photography



The strength and direction of this storm caused destruction unlike anything the Yarra Ranges 
had seen before in terms of the sheer scale of loss and damage. Added to this were the 
complexities of executing the emergency response due to the total loss of communications in 
many areas, along with flood waters, trees down blocking access to most roads, kilometers 
of powerlines down, properties with highly unstable trees posing a hazard to emergency 
crews and residents and the risk of spreading COVID-19 to traumatized communities.   

The epicenter of the storm was Kalorama in the Dandenong Ranges, with subsequent floods 
occurring throughout the Yarra Valley and Upper Valley.,

The immediate physical impacts included:

• 71 properties destroyed and a further 50 being badly damaged
• more than 1,000 homes and business extensively impacted by storm debris 
• almost 5,000 properties impacted by flood 
• more than 32,000 customers were without power for up to 1 week, while 11,000 customers 
had to wait up to 2 weeks and 3000 homes without power and internet for more than month
• a conservative estimate of 25,000 fallen trees across the region
• 34 communities lost NBN/internet service and were unable to call 000 for assistance
• 150kms of arterial roads and 300+ council managed roads were damage 
• 13 fire access tracks inaccessible
• 2 bridges were impacted
• 3,157 drainage/tree related requests for assistance from the community. 
• Water supplies were also impacted, with some contamination issues and damage to pipes.  
Some residents are still trying to resolve these issues five months later. 

The Dandenong Ranges is one of the higher risk environments for bushfire in Victoria.  The 
small-scale tree debris is always going to be of concern in this region requiring the clean-up 
ahead of the 2021/22 fire season as a first priority.  

I was very disconnected 
without internet for  months. 
It affected my ability to work, 
community connection and 
relationships which I fear will 
never be the same.

13
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The more complex issue is the number, scale and 
inaccessibility of the large logs. These are impacting both 
council and state government lands as well as private 
properties.  Removal of these massive trees is financially 
unviable for many and will continue to increase the risk profile 
as each summer passes. 

The following map shows the canopy loss incurred across the 
Dandenong Ranges due to the storm event. The highlighted 
areas equate to more than 300 hectares of land with a 
significant proportion having retained just 10 per cent or less 
of the original canopy.

4.1 Expenditure decrease following the storm
Expenditure within the Yarra Ranges in June 2021 was down $13 million (-8 percent) 
compared with June 2020 based on the geographically located banking transaction data 
captured by Spendmapp.  Much of this decrease in expenditure can be attributed to the 
storm event, with many businesses being without power for extended periods and being 
forced to close. 

Data source: Spendmapp banking transaction data

Analysis of Spendmapp data at the sector and suburb level, identified that townships reliant 
on tourism (e.g. Olinda, Warburton, Yarra Glen, Healesville, Belgrave) experienced the 
greatest impact in declining revenues (particularly hospitality businesses operating in these 
townships) due to the June 2021 storm event and pandemic lockdowns. Other sectors 
in the Yarra Ranges experiencing severe declines in revenue in June 2021 include retail, 
professional services and personal services.

4.2 Immediate storm response
In the immediate days and weeks following the storm event, priority actions by Council, 
emergency services, relief agencies, community groups and utility companies were:

Expediture $M

Expenditure type Jun-20 Jun-21 Change $ Change%

Resident local spend 96 93 3 -3%

Visitor local spend 57 47 10 -17%

Total local Spend 153 140 13 -8%
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• clearing tree debris on roads and properties to support access and egress
• restoring power and telecommunications to homes and businesses
• providing relief services and material aid to those in need
• keeping the community informed of how relief and planning for the longer-term recovery 
effort is tracking
• maintaining effective liaison with Councilors, Yarra Ranges Council leadership and staff, 
partner agencies, state and commonwealth government and community partners across the 
municipality 
• providing Shower and Power Hubs which supported 15,000 attendees in the first 
three weeks and included access to food hampers, hot meals, firewood, tea and coffee, 
counselling services, emergency accommodation referrals
• supporting more than 600 cases of residents seeking assistance mainly relating to 
undertaking welfare checks on community members, displaced residents seeking 
accommodation, building inspections, financial assistance, food relief, trees down in streets 
and on properties, flood outreach calls and requests for generators.

4.3 Transition to recovery
The Shower and Power relief hubs were consolidated and transferred to a recovery hub 
status on 16 July 2021 when management of the incident officially transferred from the SES 
to Council.  

4.3.1 Initial recovery activities and subsequent 
community engagement
• Enhanced Community Partnership – Assist existing partners in responding to pandemic 
related community needs.
• Community Debrief Sessions - Three multi-agency community briefings were conducted at 
relief hubs located in Olinda, Kalorama and Mount Evelyn.
• Community Led Recovery Committees – Bringing together the community to lead 
conversations and community driven recovery initiatives.
• Community Recovery Hubs – Physical hubs established and then converted to virtual to 
support impacted community and businesses access support services and information.
• Subsequent community engagement – Council has been actively engaging with the 
community through community planning sessions, online community meetings, wellbeing 
sessions run by a respected disaster recovery expert as well as the establishment of 
Regional Community Recovery Committees that are charged with identifying and overseeing 
programs that support local recovery.

The following sections provide details on impacts and recovery activities that relate to 
people, culture and wellbeing, business, tourism and the economy, biodiversity and the 
environment, planning and rebuilding and public infrastructure.

My property was like a parkland prior to the storms and it is now still in ruins. I don’t think it 
will ever be the same again.

Power out for 14 days. Destruction all around us. Emotionally devastated. 14 days without 
power and poor communication. Very cold. Every day was about doing all we could to be 
safe and keep warm. Purchasing generators, trying to work from home off a generator. One 
of the worst experiences of our lives.
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5. Recovery governance
Yarra Ranges Council is committed to support its community through the recovery 
process for as long as it takes.  The following sections define how that task is 
approached.

5.1 Principles of recovery
Yarra Ranges Council supports and adopts the National Principles for Disaster 
Recovery, which are underpinned by Council’s own vision. These include the 
following principles:

• Understand the context - Successful recovery is based on an understanding of 
the community context, with each community having its own history, values and 
dynamics.

• Recognise complexity - Successful recovery responds to the complex and 
dynamic nature of both emergencies and the community.

• Use community-led approaches - Successful recovery is community-centred, 
responsive and flexible, engaging with community and supporting them to move 
forward.

• Coordinate all activities - Successful recovery requires a planned, coordinated 
and adaptive approach, between community and partner agencies, based on 
continuing assessment of impacts and needs.

• Communicate effectively - Successful recovery is built on effective communication 
between the affected community and other partners.

• Acknowledge and build capacity - Successful recovery recognises, supports and 
builds on individual, community and organisational capacity and resilience.

• Recognising vulnerable groups - Successful recovery recognises emerging 
vulnerable groups including young people, the older workforce, newly homeless 
and women experiencing family violence.



In addition, Council is guided by the principles of evidence-based decision 
making, recognising the complexity of multiple and overlapping events requiring 
a concurrent response, being mindful of the waning resilience of the community, 
the complexity of activities such as rebuilding and to maximise the learnings from 
this experience to ensure greater readiness for Council and the community in 
responding to future events.  

5.2) Recovery objectives
The objectives that will guide the recovery response to the impacts of the pandemic 
and the June storm event are:

• To ensure recovery activities reinforce and build community leadership and 
capacity.

• To ensure community members have access to the support, services, and 
resources they need to address impacts; prevent the escalation of needs; and long-
term negative impacts on health and wellbeing.

• To address the economic impacts, inclusive of those on individuals and 
households, small and large businesses, industries, primary producers, tourism and 
the broader economy.

• To inform the priorities of whole-of-government recovery coordination 
arrangements so that affected communities receive timely and appropriate 
information, services and support as they relate to the built and natural environment; 
and

• To manage consequences and mitigate risks to the built and natural environment 
on public and private land.

Council understands and expects that achieving these objectives will, in some 
cases, take years and be dependent on the readiness of individuals, the 
complexities they are managing, the reconnection and resilience in the community 
and the support available.

5.3 Commitment to community led recovery
A key tenant under the National Principles for Disaster Recovery is the recognition 
that successful recovery is achieved through community led approaches that 
empowers the community to move forward. To this end, Council has established 
the following structures that aim to build community influence to enable genuine 
community led recovery. Council recognises the importance of the following key 
principles in implementing community-led recovery: 

a. all communities are different, and there is no one-size-fits-all approach to 
community recovery

b. community groups are best supported through a partnership approach

c. community-led recovery is determined by broad and inclusive engagement

d. building the capacity and capability of the community. 

17



5.3.1 Community Recovery Committees
Council has committed $800K for four Community Recovery Committees (CRCs) 
to support the recovery phase of the COVID-19 pandemic and the storm impacts. 
The CRCs will be empowered to lead activities that help restore and re-engage 
local communities. CRCs have been an important part of recovery after previous 
emergencies and shown to be effective. It is proposed the CRCs will propose 
funding decisions for well-targeted local activities and this will be administered by an 
independent grant maker on Council’s behalf for an initial 18-month term.

CRCs will engage directly with other community groups, both formal and informal to 
broaden the involvement.

5.3.2 Advisory Committees
Yarra Ranges Council has a number of long-term topic specific advisory committees 
that consider key aspects of Council’s business through their expert lens.  These 
groups will be asked to advise throughout the recovery phase, with particular 
emphasis on ensuring the perspectives of the indigenous community, young people 
and the disability sector are well represented.

The Advisory Committees are:

• Indigenous Advisory Group

• Youth Advisory Group

• Disability Action Group

• Yarra Ranges Sustainable Environmental Advisory Committee

• Rural Advisory Committee

5.3.3 Pandemic and storm impact survey
Yarra Ranges Council launched the Pandemic and Storm Impact Survey in 
September 2021. Its purpose is to collect the views and experiences of residents on 
the impacts of the pandemic and the 9 June storm event. The survey is open to all 
Yarra Ranges community members. 

To ensure that Council receives updated and regular feedback as the recovery 
continues, the survey will be conducted several times a year.  Information gathered 
will be used to monitor and evaluate the recovery of the Yarra Ranges community 
over the next 12 months and beyond. It will also monitor the impact of recovery 
programs being undertaken by Council now and over coming years.

Survey results collected in September 2021

This is a summary of key results collected from the first wave of the Pandemic and 
Storm Impact Survey which was conducted over the period 13 September to 11 
October 2021:

• 22% of the community have not felt socially connected at all during the pandemic.

• 29% of the community are not confident in returning to daily community activities 
with the easing of restrictions.
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• 21% of respondents’ report that the pandemic has had a major impact on their mental 
health with the largest impact (24%) occurring in the urban areas of the Yarra Ranges.

• Hardship arising from the pandemic is impacting 32% of the community with the Yarra 
Valley reporting the highest hardship rate (48%)

• Difficulties with accessing services among those experiencing hardship is prevalent. This 
consists of delays in accessing the following services:

o financial services (32%)

o physical health services (41%)

o mental health services (38%)

o crisis accommodation services (6%).

• 27%  are reporting that their financial situation is worse now compared with before the 
pandemic with 15% of the community reporting that are working fewer hours since the 
pandemic commenced.

• Those who have stopped working since the pandemic commenced is reported at 9% 
with the vast majority of these respondents (88%) attributing their loss of employment to 
the pandemic.

• Vulnerable groups are experiencing negative impacts stemming from the pandemic at 
more than twice the rate compared with the general population in the Yarra Ranges 

• 88% of the community report being impacted by the 9 June storm event

• A significant proportion of the Yarra Ranges community was directly impacted by the 
storm for up to 7 days in terms of power outages (52%), internet outages (53%) and mobile 
connectivity outages (57%).

• Longer term storm impacts (more than 7 days) experienced by the community include:

o trees & branches down in my street (38%)

o trees & branches damaged my home (15%)

o flooding on my property (3%)

o required temporary accommodation (9%)

o experienced financial hardship (11%)

o experienced mental trauma (35%).

• As of October 2021, a significant proportion of the Yarra Ranges community report 
ongoing impacts from the June storm event including power outages (5%), internet outages 
(13%),  trees down in my street (24%), dangerous trees on my property (35%), large 
volumes of green waste (37%), living in temporary accommodation (6%) and continuing to 
experience trauma / anxiety (32%).

5.3.4 Transparent progress reporting
To support the community’s understanding of ongoing activities, the Yarra Ranges Support 
website will be embedded with a dashboard measuring the level of engagement with key 
stakeholder groups within the community. 

5.4 Recovery governance
To support the recovery objectives and ensure their success, an emphasis on effective 
recovery coordination between Yarra Ranges Council, the Victorian State Government, 
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responding agencies and the broader municipality, is a high priority. With 55 
townships and settlements across Yarra Ranges impacted by the pandemic and storm 
event, effective coordination of recovery will aim to reduce duplication of effort and 
community fatigue.

In line with Council’s Municipal Emergency Management Plan, Recovery Committees 
have been convened to oversee and direct the delivery of recovery services across the 
municipality supporting both the pandemic and storm’s impacts. 

The diagram below shows the primary governance structure being used to manage 
both COVID-19 and Storm and Flood Recovery efforts for the Yarra Ranges 
community. The main body monitoring the progress, coordination and impacts for the 
Storm and Flood event will be the Municipal Storm Recovery Committee.   

The Municipal Storm Recovery Committee will provide advice and advocacy to State 
government and relevant authorities regarding ongoing and outstanding recovery 
issues.

The governance structure recognises Council’s need to manage its own organisations 
recovery in order to provide confidence in Council’s ability to undertake vital service 
delivery priorities. This connection will allow for Council service areas to prioritise 
recovery activities across the medium to long term recovery stages.

To ensure that all activities are driven by the needs of the community, the Community 
Recovery Committees along with township groups and Council’s standard advisory 
committees, will have input and provide influence up and down the governance 
structure.  

Recovery governance structure

YRC Executive 
Leadership Team

State Regional 
Recovery Support & 

Coordination

Community Initiated 
Groups

Municipal CRC

Upper Valley- Community 
Recovery Committee

Yarra Valley- Community 
Recovery Committee

Urban- Community 
Recovery Committee

Hills- Community 
Recovery Committee

Biodiversity 
& Environment

Working Groups (Supported by sub-committee structures)

Planning 
& Building

Public 
Infrastructure

People, Culture 
& Wellbeing

Business, Tourism 
& Economy

Municipal Storm 
Recovery Committee

Pandemic Response & 
Recovery Committe

Emergency Readiness 
& Organisational 

Preparedness 
Committiee

Social Recovery 
Committee

Economic Recovery 
Committee



5.5 Roles and responsibility

5.5.1 Council’s role in recovery
Under Victorian emergency management arrangements, Council is responsible for 
coordination of recovery at the municipal level. As the level of government closest to 
community, Council is well placed to connect and work with affected communities.

As part of recovery planning for the pandemic and storm impacts, Yarra Ranges Council 
will support community recovery activity through:

• Advocacy

• Providing Council services and recognising Council’s essential service provision to 
prioritise, enable and support community recovery

• Promoting the work of our partners and others

• Enabling and supporting our community partners

• Facilitating connection between community and community services.

Yarra Ranges Council will consider the needs of the most affected or impacted sectors of 
our community throughout the recovery phase of COVID-19.

      

5.6 Strategic links
Council is required under Emergency Management legislation to provide a supporting 
role to the lead agency in terms of emergency response and coordinate relief and 
recovery at the local level. 

Council’s recovery response is consistent with the current Yarra Ranges Council Plan, the 
Draft Council Plan 2021-25, the Health and Wellbeing Plan and the Long-Term Financial 
Plan. 

The COVID-19 Pandemic Recovery Framework is being incorporated, where relevant, into 
the Municipal Recovery model being developed.

Our immediate 
concern is how on 
earth is Council going 
to get all the fallen 
trees and debris 
cleaned up before 
summer arrives? There 
are mountains of tree 
branches stacked all 
over the Ranges.
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5.7 Recovery risk mitigation

Risk Description Mitigation Who

Bushfire
Frequency and intensity of 
events is building

Fuel management

Community Education 
& Preparedness

Telecommunications

Unreliable internet and 
mobile connectivity, 
particularly following 
emergency events such 
as bushfire and severe 
storms.

Advocacy by YRC with 
State Government 
and NBN.Co on behalf 
of the Yarra Ranges 
community to resolve 
ongoing issues and 
improve reliability, 
particularly during 
emergency events.

Community Health & 
Wellbeing

Limited access by the 
community to critical 
services such as mental 
health may inhibit recovery 
by some residents, 
particularly those that are 
most vulnerable.

Working with service 
providers to monitor 
demand for services 
and to ensure access 
is prioritised for 
vulnerable community 
members.

Increasing 
Frequency of 
Events and Support 
Levels to Local 
Government. 

Cost shifting and being 
in a rates capped 
environment limits Local 
Government’s ability to 
respond comprehensively

Consistent funding 
arrangements

Building resilience to 
limit impacts where 
possible

Cumulative Impact 
of Multiple Events

Multiplicity puts pressure 
onto everything.  An 
example would be drains 
that are not designed 
for the scale of a severe 
storm event.

Aging Infrastructure

Utilities infrastructure 
including power, 
telecommunications, 
gas and water is ageing 
and becoming less 
reliable, particularly during 
emergency events such 
as bushfire and severe 
storms.

Continued advocacy 
on behalf of the 
community by Yarra 
Ranges Council with 
State Government and 
utilities companies. 

YRC, State 
Government, Utilities 
companies
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5.8 Funding
Typically, recovery activities are coordinated at the local government level and financially 
managed through a partnership between the Commonwealth, State and Local Government 
through the Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements.  The 2009 bushfires saw approximately 
80% of Council’s recovery expenditure recouped through this process.

The current estimate for the activities detailed in this Plan associated with the 9 June Storm 
is $55 million.  The Victorian Government has supported these activities with a $3.5 million 
Council Support Fund grant. This enables recruitment of staff to coordinate and deliver 
recovery activities but is limited to 12 months.  

Council is pursuing funding support through the Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements for 
eligible works. 

• Category A - Emergency assistance to individuals

• Category B - Repair of damaged essential public assets

• Category C - Clean up and restoration grants and Community Recovery Packages

• Cat D - Exceptional circumstance.

As at 30 November 2021 Yarra Ranges Council has outlaid over $13.5 million with no 
reimbursement for works received. There has been no clear funding support announced 
outside of the $3.5 million Council Support Fund and $2 million towards the Resident Storm 
Branch Kerbside Collection delivered from July to October 2021. 

Funding under Category A and B are only known once individual claims have been assessed – 
many months after the expenditure has been incurred.

The lack of clear funding support has forced Council to review its 2021-22 Budget as delivering 
Council’s standard services whilst funding the recovery effort is not possible.

Providing the necessary support to the community to recover from both the pandemic and 
storm event is beyond Council’s ability to manage and requires State and Commonwealth 
funding if the unfunded works are to continue. 
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6. Recovery action plan 
Council’s recovery journey requires us to start integrating significant events into 
our business as usual, as the community needs to adapt for higher preparedness 
to manage this changing reality and climate.  The new normal may mean that the 
community has greater levels of awareness when events are forecast to occur and 
have firm actions plan to respond accordingly.

Fundamental to the traditional model for delivering community recovery in support of 
rebuilding resilience was the physical reconnection of communities with each other 
and with support services.  

The pandemic has required new models of effective service delivery be trialed in this 
live response which has included provision of virtual recovery hubs where Council 
has been partnering with agencies to set-up virtual consultations with residents to 
access a broad range of services including legal support, insurance advice, access 
to utilities companies as well as planning and building support.

A key component of Councils response has been the establishment of a dedicated 
Recovery Directorate. This Directorate will develop and coordinate a raft of initiatives 
which are outlined in this document in the Recovery Action Plan section.

Council has taken a project management approach to the delivery of recovery 
actions , with clear project scopes developed, informed by extensive data collection 
on event impact, assessment of risks, and with actions and timeframes developed to 
guide timely and effective delivery of services to assist residents and the community. 

Yarra Ranges Council will continue to work in partnership with the State Government, 
Emergency Management Victoria and local community services organisations 
to identify issues of concern and to deliver a coordinated, efficient and effective 
recovery from both the pandemic and the storm event, and to return the community 
back to normality.
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The development of these actions has been informed by:

• Initial storm impact assessment

• Pandemic and storm community survey

• Evidence from evaluations of previous recovery responses

• Feedback and planning undertaken with relevant council officers 

• Feedback/information gathered through community meetings

• BRV Community Recovery Framework

• Council’s COVID-19 Pandemic Recovery Framework

While this recovery plan has been developed to address the June 2021 Severe Weather Event 
(storm) it is extremely relevant that this emergency occurred during the global COVID-19 
pandemic.  Many of the social impacts of the storm event have compounded, or themselves 
been compounded, by the impact of the pandemic.  This plan incorporates a number of 
actions that were initially developed in response to the pandemic but will be significant in also 
responding to the impact of the storm or in preparing for future emergency events
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6.1) People, Culture and Wellbeing Action Plan

Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Timely and appropriate 

information.

80% of the Yarra Ranges was impacted in some 

way by the severe weather event with a broad 

range of impact experienced

There is a need to provide a broad range of 

information and support for residents

Develop a communication plan to provide timely 

and accurate information in a variety of formats to 

all YRC communities and to those residents who 

have relocated outside of Yarra Ranges.

 - Regular newsletters that cover information on 

the four recovery pillars

 - Dedicated recovery website

 - Promotion of recovery support services

 - Information is accessible and in a range of 

formats

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

2022,   Ongoing

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision; Further 

funding required

Establish a clean-up partnership between NFP 

organisations, support agencies, volunteer 

groups to assist vulnerable residents with private 

property clean-up when no other program will 

support them

YRC and 

community 

partners 

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 4 2021-

22

Unfunded

Expand this clean-up partnership approach to 

clearing private property beyond vulnerable 

residents if resources permit and still required

YRC and 

community 

partners 

Quarter 3 to 

Quarter4, 2021-

22

Unfunded

Services and support 

A number of residents will require support from a 

range of agencies to address their needs.  

Services will be most effective when integrated.  

Impacted residents may not be aware that 

services are available.

A range of support services, including case 

management, will be available to support all 

aspects of recovery from the severe weather 

event (and pandemic) as long as needed. This 

should include:  psycho-social/mental wellbeing, 

financial counselling, housing, legal advice, 

planning and building.

Anglicare, BRV, 

EACH, Eastern 

Community Legal 

Centre, Inspiro 

Oonah, 

Windermere, YRC

Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing 

Partially funded - State 

Government Storm & 

Flood Recovery 

Support Program

Housing and legal 

advice remain 

unfunded 

Manage environmental 

risks on private land

Some residents may not receive any support 

from insurance or government agencies

This plan has been developed to respond to the following objective:

 - To ensure people have access to the support, services, and resources they need to address the impacts of the emergency; prevent the escalation of needs; and long-term negative 

impacts on health and wellbeing.

People, Culture & Wellbeing Committee and Sub-committee 

representatives:

Eastern Community Legal Centre; EACH, Red Cross, Bushfire Recovery Victoria ; Windermere ; Inspiro; 

Department of Families, Fairness & Housing ; Victorian Council of Churches; Department of Education & Training

Confirmed and potential implementation partners:

Youth Service Providers/Youth Support Organisations; Anglicare; Oonah; Habitat for Humanity; Insurance Council 

for Australia; Community Enterprise Foundation; Eastern Volunteers; Migrant Information Centre; Eastern 

Domestic Violence Service; Boorndawan Willam Aboriginal Healing Service; Neighbourhood Houses; and all 

community organisations across the Yarra Ranges.



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Promote pathways/information sessions for 

residents requiring advice regarding insurance 
YRC and 

community 

partners

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3, 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Funded support agencies to work collaboratively 

to ensure all residents receive an integrated timely 

response where required and include non-funded 

agencies as appropriate

DFFH (lead), 

Anglicare, Oonah, 

Inspiro, EACH, 

YRC, Windermere

Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing 

Funded - State 

Government Storm & 

Flood Recovery 

Support Program

Telephone outreach calls to be undertaken to all 

residents registered in Crisisworks as impacted 

by the severe weather event to undertake a 

secondary assessment of support needs

Windermere

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3, 2021-

22

Funded State - 

Government Storm & 

Flood Recovery 

Support Program

Increases in service demand to be monitored 

through governance arrangements and advocacy 

for 'surge funding' to be undertaken as required YRC
Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing 

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required 

Local accessible locations to be provided for 

residents to engage with services ('Recovery 

Centres' or 'Hubs'), including outside 'pop up' 

hubs in priority locations, in line with COVID-19 

public health directions  

YRC and Recovery 

Partners

Quarter 2 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required 

Identification of available accommodation options 

within and near to the Yarra Ranges YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3, 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Implement a series of closed events on 

rebuilding, planning and recovery with specialist 

clinical support for those residents with the 

greatest building damage 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Deliver face to face social engagements to build 

resident to resident support networks, 

understanding and resilience.  
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Services and support 

Residents have been impacted by the pandemic, 

June 2021 Storm, and further significant weather 

events.   Significant social, psychological and 

economic impact has resulted.  Evaluation of 

previous recovery events indicates that a 5 year 

recovery timeframe be planned for.

Support agencies may not have the resources to 

respond to both the need created by the 

pandemic and severe weather event

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the community

A number of residents have or were required to re-

locate while repairs/rebuilds are undertaken and 

there is a shortage of local short-term 

accommodation options.

Some residents will have accommodation 

provided by insurers for a limited time

Those residents with significant building damage 

are likely to  welcome a tailored and trauma 

informed approach 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Implement four Regional  Community Recovery 

Committees (RCRCs) and support each to 

develop a regional recovery plan with ring-fenced 

funding.  

YRC in partnership 

with Community 

Enterprise 

Foundation

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing 

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision  

Support existing community groups involved in 

storm recovery as well as the establishment of 

new Township Recovery Groups (TRG) where 

there is township interest and no appropriate pre-

established group to be better prepared for future 

emergencies

YRC and 

community

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision; Year 1 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required

Provide processes through which any resident 

can submit/discuss ideas for recovery outside of 

the RCRCs and TRGs e.g.

 - Smart form on recovery website

 - Contacting YRC recovery line

 - Community engagement events

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required for 

future years 

Provide and promote a range of opportunities for 

residents to actively volunteer to support recovery 

activities across all pillars YRC and 

volunteering 

agencies

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required for 

future years 

Develop a community engagement and support 

plan that responds to the needs of all cohorts 

within impacted community (children, young 

people, those with disability, carers, speakers of 

English as a 2
nd

 language) 

YRC and 

community 

partners

Quarter 3 2021-

22 - Quarter 4 

2022-23 

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

Funding Required

Work in collaboration across Council to ensure 

community groups will be supported through 

Business As Usual at the conclusion of recovery 

support. 

YRC and 

community 

partners

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

Funding Required

Build community understanding and awareness 

of the importance of capacity and resilience 

building in the recovery process through 

community recovery events and education

YRC and 

community 

partners

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

Funding Required

Enable Community Led 

Recovery

Community/individual recovery is most effective 

when community led.  A range of opportunities 

need to be provided for community to participate 

and influence recovery.  There is a strong desire 

from community to be better prepared for a 

future emergency which will assist their recovery.

Services and support 

Community members will recover at their own 

pace, and at different times.   Evidence indicates 

that there will be an increase in unhealthy lifestyle 

behaviour such as alcohol consumption.   The 

evidence base indicates the importance of:

 - Fun-family activities

 - Community- based low intensity interventions

 - Building the capacity of existing community 

organisations

The evidence base indicates the value of 

debriefing and story-telling opportunities.



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Provide funding for townships to hold community 

led social re-connection events in the areas most 

impacted by the storm

YRC
Quarter 2-Quarter 

4 2021-22
Unfunded

Assess need for an accessible and responsive 

community grants program to support local 

community groups to activate their own recovery 

initiatives

YRC

Quarter 2 and 

Quarter 3, 2021-

22

Unfunded

Provide clinical debriefing opportunities for 

residents
YRC

Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Provide health-literacy advice through all 

community engagement sessions

YRC
Quarter 3 2021-

22 Ongoing 

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

Funding Required

Commission local creative art and cultural 

activities
YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22 

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision, Further 

funding required

Community organisations may require assistance 

to adapt to operate effectively in the new COVID-

19 normal/vaccinated economy

Provide emotional wellbeing webinars/information 

to inform residents about the likely impact of 

emergency events and self-care advice
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Provide advice and support to organisations that 

enable social participation/connection and 

contribute to wellness to adapt and remain viable 

in the new COVID-19 normal e.g.:

 - Sport & Recreation Clubs

 - Community Organisations

YRC and 

community/sports 

groups

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Implement evidence-based activities that 

promote mental wellbeing, including a series of 

community training opportunities in Mental Health 

First Aid YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision; Further 

funding required

Services and support 

Community members will recover at their own 

pace, and at different times.   Evidence indicates 

that there will be an increase in unhealthy lifestyle 

behaviour such as alcohol consumption.   The 

evidence base indicates the importance of:

 - Fun-family activities

 - Community- based low intensity interventions

 - Building the capacity of existing community 

organisations

The evidence base indicates the value of 

debriefing and story-telling opportunities.

The severe weather event and pandemic have 

had a significant impact on the mental wellbeing 

of residents



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

It is recognised that the exploration of Indigenous 

ways of knowing will enable Council to respond 

more effectively in future emergencies

Seek participation with relevant Aboriginal 

controlled agencies, traditional owners and elders 

to ensure all recovery approaches and programs 

are culturally sensitive and informed by 

Indigenous ways of knowing, being and doing

YRC and Aboriginal 

Community 

Controlled 

Organisations, 

Traditional Owner 

Groups, Indigenous 

Advisory 

Committee and 

Indigenous 

Advisory 

Committee

Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Further 

funding required

The impact/experience of the severe weather 

event on CALD community is less well known

Seek participation with Aboriginal community-

controlled agencies, traditional owners and elders 

to ensure future emergency responses are 

culturally safe and informed

YRC and Aboriginal 

Community 

Controlled 

Organisations, 

Traditional Owner 

Groups, Indigenous 

Advisory 

Committee and 

Indigenous 

Advisory 

Committee

Quarter 1 2021-

22, Ongoing

Year 1 Funded - 

Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund; Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision; Further 

funding required

Additional action and tailored approaches will be 

required to support residents experiencing 

marginalization and other social disadvantage

Partner with the Migrant Information Centre and 

local CALD representatives/groups to inform 

recovery needs and future emergency 

preparedness/responses

YRC, MIC, CALD 

community groups 

and representatives

Quarter 3 to 

Quarter 4, 2021-

22 

Unfunded

The most vulnerable and marginalised residents 

will require support from emergency relief 

networks and targeted recovery support 

engagement

Work with the local emergency relief network and 

agencies (e.g.  Anchor, Holy Fools, Stable One, 

Redwood Centre) to provide recovery services to 

people experiencing homelessness and social 

and economic marginalisation

YRC and 

community groups

Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

The ability of some children and young people to 

engage in education will be disrupted by the 

storm and pandemic 

Complete review of Yarra Ranges Emergency 

Relief Network and implement recommendations YRC and YERN
Quarter 2 2021-

22, Ongoing

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision

Enable Community Led 

Recovery

Services and support 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Engage with the DET, DFFH and local 

schools/early years settings and Youth Service 

agencies to ensure supports is provided for 

children and young people

YRC, DET, DFFH, 

Youth Support 

Agencies

Quarter 3 2021-

22, Ongoing 

Potentially Funded - 

DFFH

Provide initiatives/activities that enable impacted 

communities to effectively manage anger
YRC and 

community groups

Quarter 3 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

Partner with specialist family violence agencies 

and community groups to prevent men's violence 

against women and to reinforce prevention 

initiatives

YRC, Family 

Violence Agencies, 

community groups

Quarter 3 2021-

22, Ongoing
Unfunded

6.2) Business, Tourism and Economy Action Plan

Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Inaccurate information on the extent of economic 

impacts

Continually review and reassess strategies and 

actions at regular intervals to ensure they are still 

relevant with the current business

conditions 

YRC Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Advocate to the Victorian Government to fund a 

program that encourages and supports business 

community led recovery to deliver economic 

outcomes including township 

activation/regeneration 

YRC Ongoing Unfunded

Continue to update and work with key areas and 

Ministers of the State and Commonwealth 

Government regarding solutions for the local 

challenges to business

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Identify strategies to assist with issues relating to 

Economic Recovery requiring additional 

resources.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the community

Evidence indicates that there will be an increase 

in aggressive behaviour and in family violence in 

the community

This plan has been developed to respond to the following objective:

 - To address the economic impact of an emergency, including impacts on individuals and households, small and large businesses, industries, primary producers, tourism and the broader 

economy.

Business, Tourism and Economy Committee and Sub-committee 

representatives:

Yarra Range Government Agencies: BRV; DJPR - Small Business, Agriculture Victoria, and Metropolitan 

Partnerships; Yarra Ranges Tourism; Box Hill Institute; CIRE

Confirmed and potential implementation partners:
Eastern Regional Libraries; OELLEN; Yarra Ranges Business, Industry and Traders Groups; Neighbourhood 

Houses; Yarra Ranges Tech School

Inform the priorities of 

whole-of-government 

recovery coordination 

arrangements Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Seek funding to develop and support a local 

campaign to attract people back to the affected 

towns and villages. YRC
Quarter 1 2021-

22 
Unfunded

Re-launch the region to the tourism market. YRC/Yarra Ranges 

Tourism
2021-22 Unfunded

In consultation with the community and 

businesses, plan and assist in the creation and 

marketing of events taking place in the region.
YRC 2021-22 Unfunded

Establish Major Projects Working Group YRC 2021-22 Unfunded

Work with Council's Departments including 

Planning  to assist in business re-establishment YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Lobby for the physical relocation of Government 

Department functions to the storm and flood 

affected areas. E.g. Regional offices
YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Using identified projects, seek assistance from 

the State Government for incentive packages for 

these businesses/projects to establish in the  

affected areas.

YRC 2021-22 Unfunded

Boosting industry networks through use as a 

vehicle to engage and stimulate business to seek 

assistance where necessary and develop 

strategies to strengthen their enterprise beyond 

the pandemic and storm and flood event

YRC Ongoing

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision

Support industry networks to encourage 

businesses to seek assistance to strengthen their 

enterprise beyond the pandemic and storm and 

flood event

YRC Ongoing

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision

Produce regular marketing message information 

sheets for distribution to all businesses to use in 

their promoting the region.
YRC 2021-22 Unfunded

Develop, implement and coordinate major 

campaigns that build on the existing work of the 

Yarra Valley & the Dandenongs to market the 

region

YRC / Yarra 

Ranges Tourism
2021-22 Unfunded

Inform the priorities of 

whole-of-government 

recovery coordination 

arrangements

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing

Manage and mitigate 

risks to business

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing
Services and support



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Collate business support initiatives from various 

services, banks, Government Agencies and 

ensure effective dissemination to businesses and 

their employees. 

YRC Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Facilitate a series of forums relating to economic 

recovery for local business and employment. 

Areas to include: retaining staff, tax, cash flow, 

grants etc.

YRC Ongoing Unfunded

Work with the agencies such as small business 

mentoring service to

deliver outreach services to business.

YRC Ongoing Unfunded

Work with industry groups to build the resilience 

of businesses in their networks to withstanding 

the impacts of disasters.

YRC Ongoing Unfunded

Assist businesses that have lost suppliers to 

secure new suppliers within the region where 

possible.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Work with businesses who have lost premises 

and infrastructure as a result of the storm and 

flood to re-establish within the region in the short 

and long term.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Promote the Skills and Jobs Centre and Yarra 

Ranges JobLink available to workers who have 

been disadvantaged by the loss of local trade 

from the pandemic and storm and flood event.

YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Reduce barriers for existing job seekers; and 

labour and skills issues for impacted areas 

through partnerships with local employment and 

education services.

YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Identify incentives and programs for local 

employers to become an employer of choice YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Identify training incentives for employees to up 

skill in other areas. YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing

Identify the extent of  property vacancies and 

gaps in  community material and service needs 

within the affected townships and develop 

targeted programs to attract business investment 

YRC 2021-22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing

Workforce skill shortages / Negative impact on 

economic and community wellbeing

Services and support

Limited community awareness and accessibility 

of available services and programs 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Undertake business outreach to develop 

evidence-based arguments to state and 

commonwealth government for adequate 

business assistance.

YRC Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Engage with major stakeholder /network groups 

to compile a brief on the impacts to their 

members from the pandemic and storm and 

flood

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Work with local business networks and 

associations to raise awareness of recovery 

support and how business can be involved.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Yarra 

Ranges Council 

Decision

Ensure that individual businesses have a means 

of providing suggestions and information for 

consideration in their strategies.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Negative impact on economic and community 

wellbeing

Utilise a variety of methods to reach business to 

help build business confidence around the 

support available to assist through the short term - 

medium term 

YRC Ongoing Unfunded

6.3) Public Infrastructure Action Plan

Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Timely and appropriate 

information 

Limited community awareness of the work being 

undertaken to support recovery

Contribute to communication activity aimed at 

providing the community with updates on public 

infrastructure work being undertaken.
YRC

Quarter 1 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Partially funded (Cat 

B), Partially unfunded 

(Cat B)

Lack of uniform environmental outcome 

considerations in emergency response activity

Contribute to developing and trialling guidelines 

to support stronger environmental outcomes in 

emergency response decision making.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22
Funded - Cat B

Limited support for assets that are damaged by 

compounding events.

Advocate for State recognition that assets such 

as drainage systems, although not damaged by 

one event are eroded and stressed by 

compounding events. 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Inform the priorities of 

whole-of-government 

recovery coordination 

arrangements

Timely and appropriate 

information 

Inaccurate information on the extent of economic 

impacts

Limited community awareness of the work being 

undertaken to support economic recovery

This plan has been developed to respond to the following two objectives:

 - To inform the priorities of whole-of-government recovery coordination arrangements so that affected communities receive timely and appropriate information, services and support as they 

relate to the built and natural environment.

 - To manage consequences and mitigate risks to the built and natural environment on public and private land

Public infrastructure  working group confirmed/proposed members: Yarra Ranges Council (YRC)



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Inform the priorities of 

whole-of-government 

recovery coordination 

arrangements

Limited support for assets that are damaged by 

compounding events.

Explore resources available to gather more data 

to support advocacy on this issue
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Lack of coordination across other works 

programs interfacing with the recovery identified 

works

Establish systems to identify and coordinate 

recovery works across the standard business 

teams as the deliver asset works for Council
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22
Funded - Cat B

Deliver the roads infrastructure rehabilitation 

program both emergency and immediate works YRC

Quarter 1 to 

Quarter 2 2021-

22

Unfunded (Cat B)

Commission and manage the delivery of a 

detailed roads Secondary Impact Assessment YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22
Unfunded

Oversee and coordinate the delivery of the Road 

Restoration program
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

Deliver the Road Restoration Program DRFA 

funding category B works include:

 - Road Asphalt
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Road Grading Rehabilitation
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Road Signage
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Pit reconstruction
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Road slip and retaining walls
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Bridges and Major Culverts
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

 - Guard rails 
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded (Cat B)

Deliver rehabilitation program for road interface 

with impacted private property 
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded

Monitor the Council facilities rehabilitation 

currently being delivered under arrangements 

with insurance provider. These sites include 

Monbulk Aquatic Centre, Yarra Junction Gem 

Club room, Mt Dandenong  Preschool, Doongala 

Pony Club toilet block and Montrose Terrace 

Tennis Pavilion.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the built 

environment
Return infrastructure impacted by storm to pre-

existing service levels



6.4) Environment and Biodiversity Action Plan

Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Incorporate clean up messages that inform 

residents about the balance between retaining 

habitat and what needs to be removed into 

communication plan generally. Specific work in 

Council's bushlands and reserves will be 

communicated to neighbouring properties i.e. via 

a letter box drop. 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

New Fire Prevention Officers will incorporate 

biodiversity messaging into their work with 

residents including actions residents can take to 

support their local biodiversity. 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 
Unfunded

Storm recovery updates for State agencies i.e. Vic 

Forests DELWP and Parks Vic VP use shared 

comms. 

Key messages include 

 - retaining as much large material as possible for 

habitat

 - focus on removing fine fuels for fire fuel 

management

 - Public land managers also focussing on 

maintaining fire breaks.

DELWP, Parks 

Victoria and 

Melbourne Water

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
NA

Provide information to environmental volunteers 

(highest proportion of YRC environmental 

volunteers live in the Hills area) about 

rehabilitation and long-term restoration plans.

YRC 
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Incorporate environmental volunteers into the 

planning for rehabilitation and long-term 

restoration plans.
YRC 

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Focus volunteer work on COVID-19 safety and as 

restrictions ease focus on larger material clean up 

and weed control programs.
YRC 

Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Reduce resident's uncertainty about what can 

and is being done to support biodiversity and 

reducing the fire fuel risks

Timely and appropriate 

information 

Supporting community and environmental 

volunteer's recovery from the loss of biodiversity 

and habitat 

This plan has been developed to respond to the following two objectives:

 - To inform the priorities of whole-of-government recovery coordination arrangements so that affected communities receive timely and appropriate information, services and support as they 

relate to the built and natural environment.

 - To manage consequences and mitigate risks to the built and natural environment on public and private land.

Environment & Biodiversity working group confirmed/proposed members: Yarra Ranges Council (YRC), Bushfire Recovery Victoria (BRV), Melbourne Water, Parks Victoria



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Supporting community and environmental 

volunteer's recovery from the loss of biodiversity 

and habitat 

Explore using the proven peri urban weed 

management model for proposed works. This 

existing program provides an effective model for 

cross tenure work with Parks Vic, YRC and 

private property owners using enviro volunteers. 

The volunteers are significant partners in terms of 

knowledge and labour. 

YRC 
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Incomplete knowledge of storm impacts 

Share data sets about the impacted landscape 

with other land managers such as sharing the list 

of hardest hit reserves and Council providing 

mapping with canopy loss matched with high 

conservation areas.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Lack of uniform environmental outcome 

considerations in emergency response activity

Explore adapting existing guidelines or principles 

to support improved environmental outcomes in 

emergency response decision making. Support 

trialling guidelines through testing during small 

events 

YRC

Quarter 3 to 

Quarter 4 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Lack of knowledge related to how the 

windthrown fuel will impact fire behaviour

DELWP work with Melbourne University on fire 

modelling. Current modelling uses ecological 

vegetation classes for fuel input but not significant 

amount of wind thrown trees. Explore how this 

input might change modelled outcomes.

DELWP
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
NA

Monitor the natural regeneration to inform future 

replanting requirements. YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Explore research opportunity with Council's 

Ribbons of Green program which has anecdotally 

noted that vegetation has a higher success rate in 

the presence of deer, when it is amongst fallen 

logs.

YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Council explores the request for research access 

by a Forest Mycologist / Ecologist from Burnley 

who is looking to take samples of windthrown 

trees. Research is looking for any patterns that 

may make some trees more susceptible to being 

wind thrown.

YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Timely and appropriate 

information 

Lack of knowledge and research on how a storm 

event like 9 June impacts biodiversity 

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the natural 

environment 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Lack of knowledge and research on how a storm 

event like 9 June impacts biodiversity 

Potential research project for DELWP to explore 

with Monash University through the Community 

partnerships team, to investigate the risks on the 

ground with this kind of event. Unsure of the level 

of intervention needed and the extent of how 

much material to retain. 

DELWP

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 4 2021-

22

NA

Lack of coordination across other works 

programs interfacing with the recovery identified 

works

Melbourne Water exploring undertaking a cool 

burn / cultural / fire stick work looking and taking 

a mosaic approach in the Silvan dam area. 
Melbourne Water

Quarter 2, to 

Quarter 4 2021-

22

NA

Lack of coordination across other works 

programs related to tree waste and 

environmental rehabilitation

Managing the coordination and delivery of green 

waste, and the environmental rehabilitation of 

parks and bushlands. Support community led 

recovery initiatives

YRC

Quarter 2, to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Processing and distributing unprecedented 

amounts of timber waste 

Operation of necessary processing sites to 

ensure safe, cost effective and efficient disposal 

of timber waste. Where possible, distribute waste 

products to the community such as the mulch 

and firewood programs. 

YRC

Quarter 1 to 

Quarter 4 2021-

22

Unfunded (Cat A and 

B)

Deliver the rehabilitation works in impacted areas 

including:

 -  Continue to clean up trees including making 

road verge safe to 3 metres from fog line and 

respond to tree clean up beyond remit - fire 

mitigation.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Unfunded (Cat A and 

B)

Deliver the rehabilitation works in impacted areas 

including:

 - Respond to impacted residents concerned 

about tree health and risk on council land.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing
Unfunded

Deliver the rehabilitation works in impacted areas 

including:

 - Management of audit and associated program 

of works.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing

Unfunded (Cat A and 

B)

Managing the risk of storm impacted Trees in 

Parks, Open Space and Shared Trails 

Continue tree clean up work and trail 

reinstatement as ground dries and access 

becomes possible for equipment and 

contractors. Assess other assets for repair (such 

as drainage etc). Rehabilitation works to support 

the landscape amenity such as planting 

programs

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing 
Unfunded

Managing the risk of storm impacted Public Trees 

on roadsides 

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the natural 

environment 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Manage and mitigate 

risks to the natural 

environment 

Managing the risk of storm impacts in Bushland 

Reserves 

Whole area clean-up of storm related material 

identified for removal and weed control to control 

fuel loads and ensure appropriate regeneration of 

indigenous flora to minimise weed outbreaks and 

prevent landslips. Supporting local biodiversity 

and fauna species. 

YRC 
Quarter 2 2021-

22,  Ongoing 
Unfunded

6.5) Planning and Rebuilding Action Plan

Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Complete the Municipal Building inspections for 

homes destroyed and / or damaged by 9 June 

storms
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund 

Update centralised list of these buildings with 

associated overlays (bushfire, erosion) size, age, 

connection to sewer and reticulated water supply.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Navigating residents successfully through the 

complicated planning processes required to 

rebuild.

Establish and deliver a communication plan for 

storm impacted land-owners, looking at direct 

communication to storm impacted land-owners, 

updated online (and other) resources and trauma 

informed communication methods.

 - Explore face to face opportunities as 

restrictions lift

 - Identify range of topics needing to be covered 

for residents, such as generalised process map, 

expected timeframes and costs. Key 

components of an application and how to access 

the expertise required, etc

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

This plan has been developed to respond to the following two objectives:

 - To inform the priorities of whole-of-government recovery coordination arrangements so that affected communities receive timely and appropriate information, services and support as they 

relate to the built and natural environment.

 - To manage consequences and mitigate risks to the built and natural environment on public and private land

Planning and Rebuilding working group confirmed/proposed members:
Yarra Ranges Council (YRC), Bushfire Recovery Victoria (BRV), Department of Environment, Land, Water and 

Planning (DELWP), Country Fire Authority (CFA)

Timely and appropriate 

information

Incomplete impact data quality of damaged and 

destroyed private property. 



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Establishing a small specialised team to handle 

all planning rebuilding enquiries from storm 

impacted residents and provide concierge-type 

support to respond to needs quickly and 

efficiently.  

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Seek the waiving of a range of fees related to 

planning and rebuilding
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22
Unfunded

Pre load planning files by going through each 

known impacted property file and providing file 

notes on planning information, landslip ratings, 

Bushfire Management Overlays and Bushfire 

Attack Level ratings, etc. 

YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Establish access to independent  advice for 

storm impacted residents. 

 - Option 1 - Advocate for the State to establish a 

service similar to services provided in response to 

other disasters.

 - Option 2 - Council provides access to 

independent planning experts for impacted 

residents. 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 
Unfunded

Source geo technical information to support 

applicants at a localised storm level.  

- Option 1 - Advocate for the State to 

commission site specific geotechnical reports 

similar to reports provided in response to other 

disasters.

 - Option 2 - Council commissions limited number 

of reports 

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 
Unfunded

Providing advice and support for residents 

rebuilding using the existing public health team 

for issues such as septic tanks. 
YRC

Quarter 2 2022-

23, Ongoing
Unfunded

Regular meetings between Yarra Ranges and the 

Country Fire Authority to support and provide 

advice on pre-application queries for storm 

effected properties.

YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Clarify relief options such as rebates for storm 

impacted landowners. YRC

Quarter 2 to 

Quarter 3 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Enact changes to the newly gazetted Clause 

52.10 and the associated instrument of 

delegation
YRC

Quarter 1 2021-

22

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund

Whole-of-government 

recovery coordination 

arrangements

Simplifying and streamlining planning and 

rebuilding processes  and systems for storm 

impacted communities

Services and support 

Addressing the cost and accessibility barriers 

faced by residents engaging in planning 

processes to rebuild.



Theme Risk / Challenge Action Responsibility Timeframe Resources

Manage built risks on 

private land
Illegal building activity that creates legacy risks 

Issue, monitor and enforce emergency and 

building orders, and report on monitoring data to 

Working Group.
YRC

Quarter 2 2021-

22 
Unfunded

Manage environmental 

risks on private land

Subsequent clean up or rebuilding activity creates 

more damage to biodiversity and the natural 

environment

Establish additional support for vegetation related 

referral advice YRC
Quarter 2 2021-

22 

Funded - Victorian 

Government's Council 

Support Fund
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